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Relative Pronouns (Relative Clause) / Suite of the last course 

In addition to the use of “who, which, that” that we have seen in the last course as relative 

pronouns, we have also other relative pronouns which have the same function of avoiding 

repetition in the sentence,  and identifying the word that it replaces. For this course we have 

other pronouns as “whose, whom, where ..etc”. 

A – Whose: 

We use whose in relative clauses instead of his/ her / their:  

Examples: we helped some people – their car had broken down. In this example we find the 

repetition in the word “their”. We can reconstruct the sentence as the following: 

     We helped some people “whose” car had broken down.  

But you have to pay attention that “whose” has replaced no word in this sentence, but has 

just related the two words “people” and “car” in terms of possession. 

*Other examples: 
A widow is a woman whose husband is dead. (her husband is dead) 
I met someone whose brother I went to school with (I went to school with his brother). 

 Compare who and whose 

I met a man who knows you (he knows you) 

I met a man whose sister knows you ( here it is the sister who knows you not the 

man) 

B – Whom: 
Whom is possible instead of who when it is the object of the verb in the relative clause. 
Ex: George is a person whom  I admire very much. (I admire him, here whom as if 

functioning as him) 

 More usually we use whom with a preposition ( to whom/ from whom / with whom 

etc.) 

Ex: I like the people with whom I work. Or we can say: I like the people whom I work 

with. 

C – Where: We can use where in a relative clause to talk about a place:  

Ex: The restaurant – we had lunch there – it was near the airport. Here the words  “there” 

and “it” are  just a repetition for the word “ restaurant”. The sentence can be reconstructed 

differently in such a way:  

      The restaurant where we had lunch was near the airport. 

 Other examples:  

I recently went back to the town where I grew up  

I would like to live in a place where there is plenty of sunshine. 



D – We say: the day / the year / the time + that etc to express time at the level of the 

relative clause: 

Ex:  I can’t meet you on Friday. That’s the day that I’ m going away. 

The last time that I saw Anna, she looked great. 

I haven’t seen Jack and Helen since the year that they got married. 

 

E- We say the reason that / or the reason why something happens:  

Examples: The reason I’m phoning is to ask your advice. 

*or The reason that I’m phoning / The reason why I’ m phoning is to ask your advice. 

  Activities:  

Activity One: Complete each sentence using  Who , whom , whose, where.  

 What’s the name of the man …………………… car you borrowed. 

A cemetery is a place ………………… people are buried. 

A pacifist is a person …………………….. believes that all wars are wrong. 

An orphan is a child …………………. parents are dead. 

What was the name of the person to …………………………… you spoke on the phone. 

The place ………………………… we spent our holidays was really beautiful. 

 The school is only for children ……………………… first language is not English. 

The woman with ……………………… he made the company  contact has left the country.         

 

Activity Two: Use your own words to complete these sentences: 

1- I can’t meet you on Friday . That’s the day I’m going away. 
2- The reason    ….....…………………………………………………….. was that the salary 

was too low. 
3- I will never forget the time …………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………  . 
 

4- Do you remember the day  ………………………………………………………………….  
…………………………………………………………………………………………….? 

 
5- The reason …………………………………………………………………………….. is that 

they don’t need one. 
 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GOOD luck and take a great care of yourselves, wait the second course.  

 

 

 



Hello, I wish you had a look to your course and tried to work on your activities. 

 

Let’s have the second course!  

 

 

 

 

Course Number Two                                              Topic Noun and 

Supporting Nouns 

 

Hello again dear students, I wish you are all doing well! Within these papers 

we would see the second course. We try to make some variation at the level of 

courses. Here is a course of writing and also reading at the same time. So, 

each time you try to read the paragraphs that you will find in these papers, try 

rigorously to understand the general meaning and also try to acquire the new 

words that you will encounter for the first time in your learning of this language. 

It is a kind of a compound task which combines between explanations and 

activities on paradigmatic paragraphs. 

 

      The course is under the title Topic Nouns and Supporting Nouns. The 

terms resembling the terms that we acquire in paragraph writing where we 

learn about the topic sentence and supporting sentences. Just from the term 

“Topic” we understand the word “subject” or “issue”. Actually, in every 

paragraph there is academically one subject or topic for discussion, and 

usually that topic is expressed by a noun or group of nouns. The topic noun 

normally appears in several sentences in the paragraph. There is also a 

smaller group of nouns in the paragraph that develop or support the main topic 

noun. These nouns are known as supporting nouns. Your task in reading 

any piece of writing is to distinguish between the topic noun and its supporting 

nouns. They will be arranged randomly under the paragraph. Of course, you 

don’t need to count how many times each noun is repeated to find out the 

topic noun or the supporting ones. You have each time to consider the general 

and the whole coherent meaning of what you are reading to solve the 

problematic of the topic noun.  

 

      The following paragraphs are good examples to illustrate about our issue. 

Your task is to differentiate between the topic noun and the  two or three 

supporting nouns which each paragraph include. What you do is place a “t” or 

“s” in the blank next to the word indicating whether it is the topic noun or a 

supporting noun. Keep in mind, however, that there is only one topic noun, and 

the rest are supporting nouns. 



 

First Paragraph  

      A three-year old boy was brought to the hospital for observation 

because he showed certain abnormalities of physical development. After 

7 days on regular hospital diet, the boy suddenly died. Autopsy showed 

that the child’s adrenal glands, which are located on the top of the 

kidneys were abnormal. Normally the secretions of the adrenal glands 

keep the salt in the body from flowing out in the urine. But in this 

abnormal case, the boy had lost salt faster that he could replace it on the 

standard hospital diet. It seemed clear that the boy died of a salt 

deficiency. 

 

      In reading this paragraph you will find that some nouns are repeated more 

than once. The word hospital is repeated for three times, the word abnormal is 

also repeated for three times. The word adrenal and salt are also repeated 

more than once. In fact, in writing about any subject we need to set what we 

call key terms or here in this course supporting nouns whose function is to 

“support” or elaborate and explain the main topic of our paragraph. 

Accordingly, in this paragraph we cannot write about the topic of illness without 

mentioning the word hospital or hospital diet and other nouns which contribute 

to illustrate the general sense of the topic noun. That is, the topic of the 

paragraph requires the use of some specific terms or nouns. The general topic 

is about a boy of seven years who suffers from abnormal physical 

development. After being taken to hospital and being put under medical 

supervision, the boy died. Autopsy showed that he suffers from weakness in 

his adrenal glands which are unable to control salt secretions in the urine. The 

last sentence in the paragraph is very helpful in deciding about the “topic 

noun” . “It seemed clear that the boy died of salt deficiency”. So, the writer first 

introduces the topic of the child’s illness and then provides the causes and 

factors which show this illness. Through such explanation, try to find out the 

topic noun of the previous paragraph. 

You need just to put a “t” next the correct topic noun. 

  …………………….  Hospital 

………………………  abnormalities 

………………………  adrenal 

…………………….salt        

 

Paragraph Two: 

  Nearly everyone feels that he would be happier and more successful if 

he “understood people” a little better. The businessman must manage 



people, the salesman must sell to people, and the physician contends 

not only with physical illnesses but with the behavior of the people who 

have them. Even the man whose work has little to do with people must 

get along with his wife, his children, his relatives, his fellow workmen, 

his friends, and his neighbors. Indeed, dealing with people effectively is 

vital in many aspects of vocational success and in many facets of 

personal happiness. 

          If you pay attention to the majority of the verbs used in this paragraph 

you find that they do share at least the same meaning. For example the verb 

“manage” has not to be understood in its economic sense “to manage or rule 

tasks”, but mainly in its sense “solve a problem” and more particularly “to deal 

with a situation or to deal with people”. The verb “contend with, which is a 

phrasal verb ” has also the sense “to deal” with a difficult or unpleasant 

situation. The same thing for the verb “get along” which is also a phrasal verb  

which means exactly “to deal” and to have good relationship. For your 

knowledge, the verb “to deal” means to do business, to make agreement, and 

also develop good relationships with people. The last sentence in the 

paragraph makes clear that the main topic is specifically about “dealing with 

people”. This sentence is only a repetition or a restatement of the first 

sentence in the paragraph which has introduced the topic noun from the 

initiated part of the paragraph. Accordingly, you notice that the first sentence of 

the this paragraph presents the topic or the topic noun, and then the writer 

presents a series of examples in which he shows different situations of dealing 

with people. These examples work to illustrate and explain the main topic.  So, 

then, after this explanation, try to find out the topic noun of this paragraph from 

the following nouns. Just you put a “t” next to the correct topic noun. 

…………………….   Work 

…………………….. people 

…………………… behavior 

 

Paragraph Three: 

     A motivated organism is one with a need or drive . If the need goes 

unsatisfied for very long, we say the organism is deprived. A person, for 

example, who goes without food all day suffers hunger deprivation. 

Needs, however, are usually accompanied by striving to reach a goal that 

would appear to satisfy the need. A person who is hunger-deprived 

usually tries to do something about it; he attempts to reach the nearest 

icebox or restaurant. In the naïve organism, striving behavior takes the 

form of trail-and-error behavior in random searching for the appropriate 

goal.  



 

This paragraph is very interesting and significant in terms of content and 

particularly its vocabulary. Now, it’s up to you to do this work. Try, by start, to 

understand the whole meaning. If you find some words which seem obscure to 

you, try to resort to you dictionary. But keep in mind to remember all the words 

that you check. Read and re-read the paragraph to find out the topic noun and 

its supporting nouns. The following is a list to help you. You need to put  a “t” 

next the correct answer. 

…………………………behavior 

………………………… need 

……………………….. goal 

……………………… deprivation 

 

 

 

 GOOD LUCK§§           TAKE A GREAT CARE OF YOURSELVES 

                                          WAITING FOR THE NEXT COURSE 

                                               REGARDS 

 Here is my e-mail to contact me if you want further explanations for any given 

point: 

   hiziachenane@yahoo.fr 

 

 

 

 

 


